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a disastrous marriage in 1193 with Ingeborg, the sister of the His marriage
Danish king. His first marriage, with Isabella of Hainault ^geb0rg
(who died in 1190), had been one of policy, and he showed no of Denmark
affection for her or for his son and heir, Louis. His second
marriage was equally one of policy, but he allowed his feelings
to overcome him. Beautiful though she was, he immediately
conceived for her an aversion so extreme that it could not
be controlled by the dictates of policy. Possibly the diseased
mentality of his crusading year may account for this; yet,
if this was so, the effect considerably outlived the cause. At
any rate, he who had used to such purpose the domestic
difficulties of the English king, was now allowing himself to
be handicapped by his own domestic difficulties, so as even
to estrange the Pope against him. In 1195 he actually
repudiated Ingeborg, and a council of French bishops dis-
solved the marriage. This was immediately annulled by a
papal bull, but in spite of this he persisted and contracted a
third marriage, with Agnes of Mcran, in 1196. Papal threats
became sharper and culminated at last in an interdict. It
was only towards the end of his reign that Philip allowed
policy to prevail, and this was when he once more was
contemplating the invasion of England.
So he gained nothing by Richard's captivity except his Ricliard's
conquest of the Vexin, and when Richard returned in 1194^^
he was unable to retain that.   Richard began at once to territories
recapture the lost castles, and though, as usual, the war was
interrupted by truces, the complete reconquest was achieved
by 1198.    Richard showed himself as masterly in building
fortresses as he was in capturing them, and one of the greatest
feats of medieval military architecture, the construction of
the Chateau Gaillard, belongs to these years.    Philip had to
bide his time.   But he had not long to wait.   For, a year
later, Richard dashing off to Aquitaine on a foolish adventure,
received a mortal wound.   Of the English royal family only
John survived and Arthur, Geoffrey's son.   At last Philip's
chance had come.
The story of his eventual triumph lies outside the scope T^eadvance
of this volume.   Yet even in the first and less notable half of monarchical
his reign he had made grpat progress towards his goal of a authority
real sovereignty in the French kingdom.   Within the royal by U98
domain his authority was of course complete, thanks to the

